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ABSTRACT 
This paper introduces a new and conceptually very simple algorithm to 
implement an atomic n -reader n -writer variable directly from atomic 1-reader 
1-writer variables, using bounded tags. The algorithm is developed top-down 
from the unbounded tag method in [VA]. This is the first direct such construc-
tion, and considerably improves the complexity of all known compound con-
structions. The algorithm uses new techniques, but its main virtue is that it is 
conceptually very simple and easily proved correct. 
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1. Introduction 
A shared variable is atomic, if each read and write of it actually happens, or can be thought to 
happen, in an indivisible instant of time, irrespective of its actual duration. (The time-instant in 
which the action is seemingly executed must be in between the beginning and the end of the 
actual duration.) We construct an atomic bounded tag n -reader n-writer shared variable (or 
register) from atomic 1-reader 1-writer shared variables. The construction is top-down from the 
Vitanyi-Awerbuch unbounded tag algorithm [VA]. 
Theorem 1. An atomic n -reader n -writer variable can be constructed from atomic 1-
reader I-writer variables, using 5n accesses of subvariables per operation execution and 0 (n) 
control bits per subvariable. 
This is the first direct bounded-tag construction of atomic n -reader n -writer variable from 
atomic 1-reader 1-writer variables, and considerably improves the complexity of any known com-
pound construction. Worst case complexity comparison of the direct solution here with the best 
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combinations: 
paper control bits I atomic accesses 
[This paper] O(n 3) 5n 
[BP]+[PB] O(n 3) n<n3) I 
[IL] O(n 4) Q(n2) I 
[SAG,KKV,BP,NW]+[IL] Q(n3) Q(n2) 
The algorithm uses new techniques. We want to stress, that we view as the most important contri-
bution that this is the first such algorithm that is conceptually very simple and easily proved 
correct. It provides certainty in a troubled field. Related work is [Pe], [La], [B], [VA], [AGS], 
[Ly], [KKV], [PB], [BP], [AKKV], [IL], [NW]. It is extremely hard to understand the proposed 
algorithms, or the correctness proofs. In fact, with exception of [Pe], [La], the 2-writer Bloom 
algorithm [B] and the unbounded tag Vitanyi-Awerbuch algorithm [VA], the algorithms seem to 
defy comprehension by everybody but the· designers, let alone the proofs of correctness. This 
undesirable state of affairs is worst in the case of multiwriter algorithms [VA], [PB]. and [IL]. 
One reason is that the semantics of the partially ordered timestamp system used is difficult, and 
requires involved scaffolding constructions and correctness arguments. To demonstrate the sim-
plicity of the solution in this abstract, we first concentrate on the complete construction of an 
atomic multiwriter variable from atomic multreader variables, together with a complete proof of 
correctness. This multiwriter construction achieves the best complexity among known such con-
structions: e.g., O(n 2),3n versus Q(n 2),Q(n 2) in [PB] (categories as in table). We then general-
ize the construction to don-reader n -writer directly from I-reader I-writer. 
Conventions for multiwriter from multireader solution. There are n processors in the 
system. Each processor i owns a multi-reader I-writer shared atomic variable, named Ri. Only 
processor i can write Ri. Every processor can read all variables R I>··· .R.n, one at a time. We 
implement an atomic variable that can be read and written by all n processors under the follow-
ing conditions. The readers and writers of the shared variable are assumed to be totally asynchro-
nous. Each read and write must consist of an a priori bounded number of elementary actions, i.e., 
the program that the reader or writer executes is loop-free (e.g., no busy waiting). 
Using unbounded tags, we can implement such a variable as follows. Each tag is a pair 
(t ,i), where t is a natural number (a time stamp) and i is a processor index between I and n. The 
index i is the same as the register number in which t is written, so it needs not be written expli-
citly. Each register Ri contains initially value 0 and tag (1,i ). This protocol is used to derive the 
final one. 
Protocol 1. 
Processor i writes value: 
1) Read all variables R 1, ••• , Rn. 
2) Select the lexicographical maximal tag, say (t ,m ). 
3) Write value and (t+ 1,i) to own variable Ri. 
Processor i reads value: 
1) Read all variables R 1 •••. , Rn. 
2) Select the lexicographical maximal tag, say (t ,m ). 
3) Return value@(t ,m ). 
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Lemma l. Protocol l implements an atomic multiwriter variable. 
Proof. The correctness of this scheme follows immediately by the methods in [AKKV] or 
[Ly]. We have delegated the proof to the Appendix.• 
The core of our bounded protocol is simply the unbounded tag protocol above, with all 
timestamps reduced modulo 4n . The only difficulty is how to choose the most recent timestamp. 
We will implement a simple mechanism to "kill" old timestamps, therefore keeping the eligible 
candidates of recent timestamps in a limited size window of size 2n: Each write execution 
'shoots' once at every operation execution it observes. (It shoots the finished ones as well as the 
ongoing ones.) To avoid 'mutual elimination', an operation execution gets 'killed' if it is shot 
twice by the same writer. If an ongoing operation execution notices it has been killed then it 
aborts, and, in case of a read, returns the value written by the killer. This is always safe, since the 
aborted operation execution completely overlaps the operation execution that killed it. In case it 
is a write, it can be ordered just before the killer; if it is a read then it can be ordered just after the 
killer. Each non-aborting operation execution considers only values of writes that have not been 
killed. At the time instant an operation execution a starts, all alive timestamps must be within a 
window of size n since the operation executions choose successive timestamps around the cycle 
and a timestamp will be killed in ~n writes (some writer wrote twice). During a, if any writer 
writes twice, then a gets killed. So if a is not killed, then the timestamps it sees are all in a win-
dow of size 2n . The details are given below. 
2. The Bounded. Protocol for (1,n) -7 (n,n) 
We transfonn Protocol 1 to the target algorithm (Protocol 2) and show that correctness is 
preserved. Protocol 2 uses 4n timestamps in cyclic order. In a run executed by Protocol 2, each 
write writes the same timestamp modulo 4n as the corresponding write in Protocol 1, and each 
read returns the value associated with the same (timestamp , index) pair, the timestamp modulo 
4n, as the corresponding read in Protocol 1. With each operation execution a (a read or a write) 
we associate a frame( a) of the following format: 
operation a of 
processor i 
DIE8 DIE1 
SHOOT8 SHOOT1 
timestamp 0 
Value 0 
Figure: Frame of Protocol 2. 
DIE8 ,DIE1 ,SHOOT8 ,SHOOT1 are arrays of 2n bits each. The frame contains the current status 
of an operation execution: a timestamp, a value, and above arrays to record the recent shooting 
history. Each register R; holds two frames. So at any fixed time, the system contains (not neces-
sarily distinct) timestamps in 2n distinct frames. We index these frames by 1,2, · · · ,2n. Register 
Ri holds frames 2i-l and 2i. We denote the index of frame(a) by index0 • The shooting is 
implemented by the DIE and SHOOT arrays.
1) These arrays have the following meaning: 
1) The notion we use to implement actions like creation of frames or shooting. can be compared to a hotel switch. A 
hotel switch is a switch that can be switched from two different locations. Le., there is a light switch upstairs and down-
stairs. From both one can switch the light on or off. The light (on or off) is a shared variable between two parties, one 
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DIE8 (indexd )= SHOOT6 (index0 ) and DIE1 (indexd )= SHOOT1 (indexa) iff operation execution 
a is killed by the operation execution d, the killer. The key idea of the protocol is as follows: 
Mimic the unbounded protocol around the 4n cycle. The only difficulty is that the old times-
tamps maybe confused with the new ones when looping back. This is resolved as follows. Each 
time a writer finishes a write, it shoots the frame of every other operation once. So each out of 
date timestamp gets eliminated (killed) after n writes (shot twice by at least one writer). 
Protocol 2. 
We first implement 3 macro commands (k is a local binary variable of each processor): 
(i) Initialize frame( a): R; contains two frames: the most recent frame (b) with index 2i-k, 
and the previous frame (c) with index 2i-k. To start an operation a, frame (c) is re-
initialized as frame (a): Read all SHOOT0 ,SHOOTf arrays of R 1, •.• , Rn. Then, in one 
atomic write, processor i sets frame (a) with EMPTY timestamp (which is less than all 
other timestamps) field and EMPTY value field, SHOOTf:=SHOOTf, and for any 
frame (d) read above D/Ef(indexd ):~HOOTf(indexa ), for all/ =O, 1. 
(ii) a shoots b: The operation execution a shoots b by setting 
SHOOTf(indexb ):=DIE/!(indexa ). 
(iii) a aborts means: operation execution a terminates without further changing any local or 
register variable. 
An operation dies if it is shot twice by the same writer. In step 2.i) of read/write protocol 
below, a timestamp t is maximal in the set of alive timestamps, if the set does not contain t+i 
mod 4n, l~i ~2n. Initialize for run: k=O, and DIE, SHOOT arrays such that nobody shoots 
anybody. Timestamps and values in frames in all R; are initialized as in Protocol l. 
Processor i writes value: 
-
0) Initialize frame(a ). /*frame index 2i-k *I 
1) Read all variables R 1, •.• , Rn, to select maximal timestamp in step 2.2). 
2.1) Read all variables R 1, ••• , Rn. If shot twice by one writer, then abort, else 
2.2) Select lexicographical maximal tag, say t, using alive frames from step 1). 
3) Inframe(a), write value and [t+l(mod 4n),i] to the value and timestamp fields, and shoot 
every other write/read frame read in step 1) once using SHOOTf (all in 1 atomic write to 
R; ); k:=k+l(mod2). 
Processor i reads value: 
0) Initialize frame(a ). /* frame index 2i-k */ 
1) Read all variables R 1, ••• , Rn, to select maximal timestamp in step 2.2). 
2.1) Read all variables R i. ... ,Rn. If shot twice by one writer, then return the killer's value and 
abort; else 
2.2) Select the lexicographical maximal tag, say (t ,m ), using alive frames from step 1). 
3) Return value@(t ,m ). 
Lemma 2. Protocol 2 implements an atomic multiwriter variable. 
Proof. Consider a run of Protocol 2 with aborted operations deleted. Those aborted 
at each swtch, that can be set and reset by both parties using their own switches (i.e .• local variables). 
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operations can be inserted at will after we serialize other operations since no read returns the 
value of an aborted write and 
Claim 1. In Protocol 2, if an operation execution aborts, then it overlaps completely a write 
by the killer. Therefore the aborted read/write can be inserted after/before the killer write in the 
atomic order. 
Proof of Claim 1. If the frame of operation a of processor W' is shot twice by writer W, 
then the killer bits in W 's register are both set after the operation execution a scanned those bits 
in step 0). Since it takes W two writes to set both killer bits, the second write is completely over-
lapped by a (also the most recent write by W). • 
Now let the same run (without the aborted actions) be executed by the unbounded Protocol 
1 such that the corresponding subactions happen at same time. By Lemma 1, Protocol 1 induces a 
total order a i.a 2, · · · of the set of operation executions according to the atomicity requirement. 
Let Wi be the write associated with the tag selected by ai in step 2) of Protocol 1. The lemma fol-
lows from the following claim, 
Claim 2. In Protocol 2, for all i, a1 also selects the tag associated with w; in step 2.2). 
Proof of Claim 2. Induction on ai 's. Assume that the corresponding atomic subactions in 
both protocols take place in precisely the same instants. (Le., the atomic subactions in step 1 ), for 
both read's and write's, and those in step 3) of the write's.) 
Base. Both protocols are identically initialized. 
Induction. Assume that the claim is true for i=l, · · · ,k-1. Consider action ak (which did 
not abort) in Protocol 2. Let S;= set of writes whose timestamps were obtained by ak in step 1) of 
Protocol i, for i=l,2. Since the scans in step 1) of the two protocols were performed at the same 
times, by induction assumption and Protocol 1, a j is not in Si. and therefore not in Si. for any 
j >k, and moreover S 19 2· 
Let step 0) finish at time t0 , and step 2.1) start at time t 2• At time t 0, We claim that all alive 
operations are within an interval of size n . This is because, at step 3) of the writer algorithm of 
Protocol 2, every writer shoots every other writer's frames every time it finishes a write. (Claim 3 
guarantees once a timestamp is dead, it does not become alive.) From to to t 2, at most <n con-
secutive timestamps can be written. If not,then some writer would shoot ak 's frame twice and 
keep the killing bits until frame (ak) is replaced; then ak would detect this after t 2 in its scan in 
step 2.1 and abort, a contradiction. Therefore the alive timestamps observed by ak are clustered in 
a window of size 2n which include the largest timestamps seen by the unbounded protocol, 
which corresponds to the maximal timestamps among the alive timestamps seen by ak. So the 
bounded and unbounded protocols choose the maximal tag corresponds to a same write by the 
same selection rule, provided 
Claim 3. ak can distinguish alive and dead timestamps. Dead timestamps stay dead. 
Proof of Claim 3. Assume operation a, performed by writer W0 , killed b. By Protocol 2, b 
never changes its DIE arrays once initialized. W0 will keep the killing bits for b until it sees that 
frame(b) is replaced by a fresh frame. After frame(b) is removed, it takes two writes of W0 to 
change all the killing bits for b because W0 keeps two frames and it replaces the older frame first. 
Now in step 1) of Protocol 2, if ak sees both frame (b) and the killing bits from W0 , or ak does 
not even see frame (b ), then ak sees b is dead. If ak only sees frame (b) but did not see the kil-
ling bits from any of the two frames of W0 , then Wa wrote twice after frame (b) is removed and 
hence after ak sees frame (b ). Hence W0 shoots ak twice in the meantime and ak must detect 
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this and abort at step 2.1) of Protocol 2, contradiction. • 
3. Direct Construction of (n,n)-Registers from (1,1)-Registers 
Instead of Protocol 1, we start with the Vitanyi-Awerbuch unbounded tag algorithm [VA]. 
Correctness proofs can be found in [VA], [Ly], and [AKKV]. We assume familiarity with this 
algorithm. The killing strategy is so robust, that the transformation to bounded tag algorithm is 
completely analogous to that above, as is the correctness proof. The added indeterminacy of the 
final write in each operation execution only requires to make the cycle larger. So we only need to 
modify as follows. 
• Each 1-reader 1-writer variable contains three frames. In the frames, the index number of 
the writer is written explicitly. When a read does not abort, then it replaces in its two most 
recent frames only the values, timestamps and processor indexes by those of the two most 
recent frames in the selected subregister. (Not the SHOOT and DIE arrays.) This, by a final 
write in step 3), just like in a write execution. However, the read does not shoot. 
• Both read and write do the initialization write in step 0), and the final write in step 3) by 
atomic writes to all subregisters in its row. 
• An operation execution must be shot three times to be killed. Hence the frames have 3n -bit 
arrays D/Ei and SHOOTi, i=0,1,2. If an operation is killed, then we count the write before 
the last as the killer. (This write is neatly sandwiched between the first shooter and the last, 
and thus is completely overlapped, even though the final write action of [VA] involves writ-
ing to n-1 variables shared with the other processors.) We can determine the frame of the 
one but last write, because it is shot once by the own writer. 
• When a read aborts, it returns the value of the killer, and then just quits, 
The changes imply that the window in which viable candidates cluster is less than en , so 2cn 
timestamps suffice, for some small constant c. Each register holds 3 frames, with altogether 0 (n) 
bits. The protocol still uses 3 scans of n column variables, but now also 2 writes to n row vari-
ables, i.e., 5n total. 
4. Appendix 
Proofsketch Lemma l. Order the set of actions A such that action a precedes action b , a -7b , if 
f (a)< s (b ). (Here s (a) is the start time, and f (a) is the finish time of an action a.) Define the 
reading mapping 7t, as a mapping from reads to writes by: if r is a read that returns the value of a 
write w, then 7t(r )=w. We define the pair (A ,7t) to be atomic if we can extend -7 to a total order 
-7' such that (i) 7t(r )-7'r, and (ii) there is no write w such that 7t(r )-71W-7'r. A necessary and 
sufficient condition for atomicity is given as follows. 7t factors the set of actions A in 
equivalence classes [ w ]={ x: x =w or 7t(x )=w } . We define a relation -71t on the set of equivalence 
classes by [ w ]-71t[ w' ] if there are a e [ w ] and b e [ w'] such that a -7b . It is not difficult to see 
[AKKV] that (A ,n:) is atomic iff (i) not(r-77t(r )), and (ii) -71t is acyclic. Now, (i) holds trivially. 
So we only need to show (ii). Define tag (x) equal (t ,i) if x is a write by i that writes timestamp 
(t ,i), or if x is a read that returns value@(t ,i). If [w ]-71t[w'] then there is an action x in [w] and 
an action y in [w'], such that x-7y. Since the value of w is not readable before its very end, 
f (w )~f (x ), and therefore w-7y. Let <!ex denote the lexicographic order on pairs of integers. If 
y=w' then the protocol sets tag(w)<iextag(w'). If y is a read, and tag(w)>textag(w'), then y 
chooses w, a contradiction. Therefore, [w ]-71t[w'] implies tag (w )< textag (w' ). Since the lexico-
graphic order is total, -71t has no cycles.411 
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